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But
studonts are paying for the pavilion,
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building that “is going to pay
for itself,” and they have the
right
not only to ask, but to demand that
they bo freed from further taxation.
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building cannot earn
enough to pay the upkeep costs
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Easter “Sweets”
Easter, and a most
Happy event
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appropriate
ther, sister, or sweetheart of your happiest best wishes for “her.”
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Full responsibility

Idaho, on the other
small gymnasium, cannot collect the amount of the guarantee from outside ticket sales, let
her levy a tax of 75 cents or a dollar, or whatever she deems necessary. The amount of the guarantee
can pretty accurately be determined
in advance of the contests, and each
member of the conference arrange
beforehand on the method for meeting the expenses.
It may be, of course, that the
conference magnatos find it requisite to their jobs to do everything in
involved fashion. Or perhaps Oregon’s giant igloo is unable to earn
as much as its supporters
predicted.
If that is the case, there will be
many taxes for the support of the
white elephant.
“Pathos and humor mingle in this
plaintive desire to get something
wo have not paid for,” writes the
students?
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than glorified gargling.
'others’ and Mothers’ week-end.
ycs, spring is the logical time for,
’hose dates coincide with the time
warbling. However, one other pro-! f et for the two
performances of the
caution is necessary:
keep the blinds unior Revue. This period given
drawn. Uemember the historic case ( ver
to the entertainment of the
of the fraternity that was
pinched tudents’ parents is an annual
on masse by the
game warden who t vent.
Many plans are being formufound tlu1 stiff, cold corpses of fif- ]
ited to give them an idea of eolteen mother robins outside the din-m
,'ge life and customs.
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Donald McCook, manager of the
noise and
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sight of III howling, hungry mouths t hat he would make
special reserhad proved too much for their al- , utions for
the fathers and mothers
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to attend the production.
And speaking of maternity, does I IcOook has
appointed on his comanybody know if Mother’s Day n littee, Sam Kinley to manage adcomes during
Song Week? What a \ vrtising, and Hope Crouch in
marvelous opportunity it would be c
liarge of the programs. Costumes
to give voice to the national Oedi- h ave been ordered from
San Franpus complex through singing all the c iseo by Constance Roth, chairman
mammy songs.—H. A.
o f the costume committee.
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it. This shirt has
the long point collar.
It is made of a genuine imported English
Broadcloth
the best
in collars and in shirts
that you can buy.
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living models,—They

are:_

Rose Roberts
Billie Martland
Jo-Ann Paterson
Janice McKinnon

smart, very fashionable shoes they will wear
be furnished by Graham’s, and are to be on display
in their show windows immediately following the luncheon.
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young ladies from the campus will act
Edith Bader
Adalia Everts
Esther Setters
Doris Meldrum
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